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LEOOUT GT88.





P01: Brightness of backlight, 1 level is the darkest, 3 levels are the brightest;   

//This function has been blocked, the default is the brightest. 

P02: Mileage unit, 0: KM; 1: MILE; 

P03: Voltage level: 36V, 48V, 52, 60V default 52V; 

P04: Dormant time: 0, no dormant; other numbers are dormant time, range: 1-60; 

unit minutes; default 1

P06: wheel diameter: unit, inch; precision: 0.1; default 10

P07: Speed measuring magnet number: range: 1-100; default 30 P07: Speed measuring magnet number: range: 1-100; default 30 

P08: Speed Limit Maximum motor speed; Default 100

P09: Zero start, non-zero start setting, 0: zero start; 1: non-zero start; 

P10: drive mode setting 0 boost drive 1 electric drive 2 boost drive electric drive 

coexistence 

P11: Boost sensitivity setting 1-24 

P12: Starting torque: range: 0-5, 0 weakest, 5 strongest; 

P13: booster disk magnet type setting 5 8 12 P13: booster disk magnet type setting 5 8 12 

P14: Controller current limit value setting Default 12A Range: 1-20A; (controller 

software support required) 

P15: Motor drive signal percentage setting Default 100

Introduction of buttons and interfaces
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1. When it is shutdown, long-time pressing         to turn onthe power. When it is 

power on, It can change interface between the ODO, TRIP, VOL, by pressing           

         for short time.



2. When it is power on, long-time pressing        to turn off.

3. Long-time pressing          and          can get into the menu to change the 

interface, in the setting interface, short-time pressing        can change gear.

Short press        to change the speed status, the gear is switched from 0 to the 

highest gear. The default gear is 6 gears, the motor does not run in 0 gear, and 

the highest speed is in 5 gear.

Parameter value modification:Parameter value modification:

Enter the parameter setting meeting, adjust the parameter you want to adjust, 

increase or decrease the parameter value through the        and the        .

After confirming that the modification is completed, long press the        and 

the         to exit the parameter setting, and then turn off and restart the machine.

Shutdown and reboot means that the modification of parameters is complete.

4.Rocker arm adjusts motor speed, toggle from top to bottom, motor speed 4.Rocker arm adjusts motor speed, toggle from top to bottom, motor speed 

increases; let go to return to zero position.

5.Gauges with headlight function, long-time pressing        to turn on the 

headlights.

ERRO 1: Motor failure 

ERRO 2: turnbuckle fault 

ERRO 3: Controller Failure 

ERRO 4: Power failure brake 

ERRO 5: Undervoltage protection 

ERRO 6: Communication failure, the meter can not receive the output of the controller 

ERRO 7: Communication failure, the controller can not receive the output of the meterERRO 7: Communication failure, the controller can not receive the output of the meter
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52 5

65

36.5KG

116*62*120cm

116*62*48cm

122*27*51.5cm
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Mechanical brake
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GT88
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GT88
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Technical Support

For more questions, please scan the QR code and ask

Video Tutorial


